
Misc.(Bail) Case No. 127 of 2021.
Present:- Smti. T. Hussain
Addl. Sess. Judge, B/Chariali.

 29.10.2021.       
 This Bail Petition filed for the accused Galom @ Gumsar Langpu u/s-

439 Cr.P.C in connection with Gohpur P.S Case No. 278/21, u/s- 371/34 IPC, r/w

sec. 81 of JJB Act, r/w sec. 14 of Child labor (P&R) Act is taken up for further

hearing as the called for case diary is received.

Heard the learned counsel appearing for the accused as well as learned

Addl. P.P. and carefully perused the materials available in the case diary.

The Facts leading to filing of the instant bail petition u/s- 439 of Cr.P.C in

brief  are  that  on  18-09-2021,  the  accused  Galom  @  Gumsar  Langpu  was

apprehended along with the co-accused person namely Raju Dorjee and Robin

Hasda at Gohpur Mazic/Tampo Stand at about 1.30 p.m, by the drivers who

were there when the co-accused Robin Hasda with the help of accused Raju

Dorjee and accused Galom @ Gumsar Langpu wanted to sell his (i.e  accused

Robin Hasda) 10 year old daughter Sunita Hasda for a consideration of Rs.

50,000/-  and to send her  to  Arunachal  Pradesh.  In  that  respect  Sri  Pandav

Deep,  finance  secretary,  Assam  Tea  Tribe  Students  Association,  Biswanath

lodged the ejahar giving rise to Gohpur P.S  case No. 278/21, u/s- 371/34 IPC,

r/w sec. 81 of JJB Act, r/w sec. 14 of Child labor (P&R) Act.

After being handed over to the Gohpur Police, the accus a Galom @

Gumsar Langpu and co accused persons Robin Hasda and Raju Dorjee were

arrested and forwarded to the court and thus since 19-09-2021, she has been

in judicial custody in connection with this case.

The  learned  counsel  appearing  for  the  accused  Galom  @  Gumsar

Langpu has submitted that the accused is totally innocent and not involved in

alleged offence in any manner and that she was arrested by the police without

making any inquiry. It is further contended that the actual fact is that a twenty

year old major girl namely Sunita Munda, who  is from village- Gutibari  under

Gohpur Police Station has been staying in their residence (i.e in the residence

of  the accused)  at  Itanagar  as  domestic  help  for  last  few months.  On the

faithful day the accused  Galom @ Gumsar Langpu  along with her husband i.e

co-accused  Langpu  Tatum  @  Takum  came  to  Gutibari  Village  for  making

payment of  the salary  of  their  domestic  help  namely Sunita  Munda to  her

parents  and  at  that  time  the  co-accused  Robin  Hadsa  ,due  to  poverty,

approached  them  for  taking  his  minor  daughter  with  them  for  providing

education. Looking into the age of the child, the accused Galom @ Gumsar

Langpu refused to take her with them. Dspite their refusal, the accused Robin

Hadsa, the father of the girl forced them to take the girl with them. The minor



child refused to go with them and started crying which was witnessed by some

local people and the informant, being one of them, lodged the ejahar.

The further submission of the learned counsel for the accused Galom @

Gumsar Langpu is that she is mother of two minor children- the elder one aged

about six years and the younger one is about   three years seven months old.

The younger child is  ill  and admitted into R.K.  Mission Hospital,  Itnagar for

treatment.

 In  support  of  this  ground  some  medical  documents  have  been

submitted.

It is also submitted that  that the accused Galom @ Gumsar Langpu is at

present carrying seven weeks pregnancy and she needs medical treatments

for having ovarian cyst and also  that she has been suffering from Hepatitis B.

Relevant medical documents have been submitted.

It is seen from the submissions of the leaned counsel appearing for the

accused that bail prayer is mainly made on medical ground.

Now, on perusal of the materials available in this case diary it is found

that the I/O has already examined all the materials witnesses and has come to

the conclusion that there is no sufficient evidence against the accused Galom

@ Gumsar Langpu.

Considring, the materials so far collected by the I/O the accused Galem

@ Gumsar Langpu is allowed to go on bail of Rs. 10,000/- with a suitable local

surety of like amount to the satisfaction of the leaned Elaka Magistrate.

Send back the C/D.    


